The mechanisms, leading to light output degradation of LED's were studied using a number of different techniques e.g. deep level spectroscopy, electroluminescence, minority carrier life time measurements. Several processes were revealed having different temperature and stress current dependence. Using these data extrapolations based on accelerated ageing test results are reexamined.
INTRODUCTION
This paper covers gradual performance degradation caused by processes in the bulk of the semiconductor devices. The surface effects meaning contacts, oxide coverings, catastrophal failure etc. are outside the scope of the present paper.
The results that are presented are based on investigations on GaP based light emitting diodes. The conclusions are easily generalized for other compound semiconductor devices but their relevance for Si based devices is not straightforward. It is hoped, however, that some of the conclusions are relevant for high current density Si devices such as used in VLSI circuitry.
The structure of this paper is as follows: An interpretive background of the possible physical processes is given followed by some specific experiments on LED's. A critical evaluation of the scale laws used for accelerated ageing tests closes the paper. One of the first degradation models was developed for tunnel diodes in the early sixties by Longini. He assumed that the electrical field and current transport in the diodes may cause ion migration resulting in modified impurity distribution. This model was considered as a possible explanation for a long period without establishing direct evidence. Another model put forward by Gold 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments were carried out on commercial VPE GaP:N p+-n light emitting diodes. The diodes were mounted on a T0-18 header without encapsulation. The ageing experiments were carried out at room temperature at different stress temperatures. The light output, the minority carrier life time and the deep level spectra of the samples were regularly monitored using a high sensitivity lock-in type spectrometer. 7 The ageing experiments at room temperature revealed, that a single deep level-T 6 is responsible for the observed light output reduction, s As is demonstrated on Figure T 6 (Figure 3 ). The picture becomes more complicated however when the current stressing is done at elevated temperatures. Figure 4 shows the influence of the ambient temperature on the DLTS spectra. All experiments were done at 32 A/cm 2 current level to avoid overheating of the junctions.
The "T6" peak position shifts toward higher temperatures as the ambient temperature increases during ageing. The concentration of T 6 is about the same in each case and does not correlate any longer with the decrease of the quantum efficiency. This is also clearly demonstrated on the minority carrier versus quantum efficiency plot ( Figure 5 ). The minority carrier life time data and the DLTS results bring information from the n-side only hence we have to assume that an alternative degradation process should take place at the p-side of the junction. This process is inactive or at least much slower at room temperature than the T 6 trap formation mechanism.
SCALE LAWS
The results described in the previous section give a method for establishing scale laws. ',,,,00c'0c" 10 4 C" T6 T FIGURE 4 The influence of the ambient temperature during current stressing on the DLTS spectra. The samples where stressed at 32 A/cm dc. for 5 hours. The light output reduced to 83% at 100C, 79% of 120C and 54% at 160C. at elevated temperatures or higher than operational current levels or both.
If a degradation process is thermally activated more than one mechanism with different activation energies might be active simultaneously. If a process is dominant at 160C it is not necessarily dominant at room temperature. The previous experimental results on green GaP LED's provide a good example for this. The T 6 trap formation mechanism which is explained in detail in reference 9 where the details of our alternative model for large lattice relaxation will be presented. Only the relevant results are quoted here.
T 6 forms as a vacancy clusters from vacancies emitted by electron-hole recombination propelled dislocation climb. The large energy liberated during a non-radiative recombination process (in the order of 2 eV) is sufficient for the cluster formation which structure is formed to minirriize local shear stresses in the lattice. This structure is however thermodynamically in non-equilibrium i.e. this is why the thermal energy at elevated temperature ageing tends to destroy the metastable structure created by the recombination energy. As a result the defect formation rate and hence the degradation rate might be quite different at elevated temperature than at room temperature.
An even stronger evidence was found by Shimano 
